Vertebral morphometry: semiautomatic determination of detailed shape from dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry images using active appearance models.
Manual point placement for vertebral morphometry is time-consuming and imprecise. We evaluated the accuracy of semiautomatic computer determination of the detailed vertebral shape. The shape and appearance of vertebrae on 250 lateral dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scans were statistically modeled using a sequence of active appearance models of vertebral triplets. The models were matched to unseen scans given an approximate initial location of the center of each vertebra. The segmentation accuracy was analyzed by fracture grade. Segmentation accuracy comparable to manual precision was obtained in the case of normal vertebrae, but the accuracy decreased with increasing fracture severity. We propose methods for improving the robustness for severe fractures. Vertebral morphometry measurements may be substantially automated even on noisy data with multiple fractures present. The shape and appearance parameters of the models could provide more powerful quantitative classifiers of osteoporotic vertebral fracture.